Chapter 5
Isocurvature Fluctuations by
Cosmic String Wakes.
5.1

Introduction

Here, we study another aspect of the QCD phase transition in the context of early
universe if the transition is of 1st order in nature, that is, axion inhomogeneity gener
ation during quark-hadron transition in the presence of cosmic string induced density
fluctuations. We have mentioned in §3.3, the mechanism of axion trapping and gen
eration of axionic isocurvature fluctuations, as was proposed by Hindamarsh [29]. We
will present here, the phenomenon of axion trapping when cosmic strings are present
at QCD epoch. We are already familiar with the dynamics of quark-hadron phase
transition in the presence of cosmic string wakes. As we have seen that, the picture
of slow combustion phase in our model is different from the standard scenario. For
example, geometry of the collapsing interface in our case is of sheet like planar struc
ture unlike spherical in the conventional case. Thus, the isocurvature fluctuations
produced, as the axions leave the wake region, will spread in a sheet like regions in
contrast to the spherical clumps as studied by Hindmarsh [29]. It will be interesting to
study the subsequent evolution of large fluctuations with such geometrical structure
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and its astrophysical consequences.
Here, we should mention that, other than the trapping mechanism, axionic in
homogeneities can also be generated in the presence of cosmic string wakes in the
following manner. We have already discussed the generation of density fluctuations
produced by moving cosmic strings in §3.4.1. We have seen that, for collisionless
particles, the magnitude of these density fluctuations can be of order one, with open
ing angle of the wake being equal to the deficit angle 87tG/j,. The axions being very
weakly interactive [29], they can be considered to be a fluid consisting of collisionless
particles. Therefore, description of wake formation for collisionless particles can be
operative for axions also and can lead to formation of axionic inhomogeneities. The
magnitude of these inhomogeneities will be of order unity. These over dense axions
could be concentrated within very thin sheet like region of thickness SnGfj. dH ~ 1
cm (da ~ 10 km being the horizon size at Tc = 150 MeV). (One has to properly
account for the wavelength of axions.) However, we will see below that the magnitude
of the isocurvature fluctuations produced through axion trapping by the collapsing
interfaces will be very large compared to the above density fluctuation. Essentially,
this thin sheet like region will be trapped initially inside the wake of larger thickness
which is produced by the formation of shock by moving string through relativistic
fluid (as discussed in §3.4.1). Ultimately, axions will also escape from this thin wake
and contribute in producing overall isocurvature fluctuations.

5.2

Trapping of Axions and Baryons by Cosmic
String Wakes

In the previous chapter, we have shown that, wake like overdensity regions form by
cosmic strings, leading the trapping of the QGP region in between two planar inter
faces. Collapse of these two interfaces towards each other leads to the concentration of
baryons which was the subject of study in the previous chapter. However, collapsing
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interfaces not only trap the baryons, the low momentum axions are also expected to
get trapped inside the wakes initially. As the interfaces further collapse, the axions
gradually pick up momentum from the walls. The minimum momentum required for
the axions to escape the wake is given in Eq.(3.6). These axions which are left behind
as the interfaces collapse can form axionic fluctuations. The extra energy which is
needed for the axions to escape from the QGP phase to the hadron phase comes from
work done by the collapsing interfaces. The fluctuations must therefore be isocur
vature [29] one. The time evolution of axion density inside the wakes depend on
the momentum distribution of the axions and on the volume fraction / of the QGP
region.
Now let us determine the effect of interface motion on axion momentum distribu
tion and subsequently on the evolution of number density of axions inside the wake.
Total number of axions which will remain initially inside the wake can be calculated
by integrating Eq.(2.41). Thus, if N(t0) be the total number of axions trapped ini
tially (Note, our initial time t0 is set at the time when the wake like overdense regions
has already been formed. The transition from the QGP phase to hadron phase further
proceeds through collapsing interfaces. These collapsing interfaces will trap most of
the axions inside the wakes) inside the wake, then,
N(to) = V0 [kmaX nkdk(^-f.

(5.1)

Where the last factor (^0)3 is due to the decrease of axion density from time t
(Eq.(2.40)) to t0 causes by the expansion of the universe. nk as given in Eq.(2.41) gives
the number density of axions at time t. kmin and kmax are minimum and maximum
comoving momentum, respectively. Since, the minimum comoving momentum which
can be trapped initially inside the wake can not be smaller than

(z0 is the initial

average thickness of the wake), we will take kmin as k (k is the comoving momentum
of axions at time t, as was discussed in §2.3.2) or 2nRo/z0 whichever is larger. To
determine that, we take the ratio,
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Taking t from Eq.(2.40),

' '

~ 10 5 sec and the initial thickness z0 ~ 1 km or so,

we get the ratio of 0(1). So, we take the minimum comoving momentum kmin as k.
The maximum comoving momentum kmox of the axions which will remain inside the
wake can be set as discussed below.
The momentum of the axions will keep increasing with the collapsing interfaces
[29]. Thus, if k(t) be the comoving momentum of an axion whose initial momentum
is ki, then the momentum at any time t, when thickness of the wake becomes z(t)
can be obtained from the following relation [29],
z0 R(t)
lz{t) Rp

(5.3)
'

The minimum physical momentum required for the axions to leave the interface is
equal to Am (see, Eq.(3.6)). Therefore, the axions which have comoving momentum
less than AmRp will remain inside the wake. Thus, we can put the upper limit of the
integration in Eq.(5.1) as k* or AmRp whichever is smaller. To determine that let us
again calculate the ratio,
R(t•)

■k*
= (=r) 1/2.
t*
(5.4)
AmRp
AmRp
t*tp
Am
Putting the value of Am as obtained from Eq.(2.37) and Eq.(2.38) and the value
of t* from Eq.(2.35) the ratio can be determined in terms of the formation scale of
axionic strings as,
k*
AmRp

7.9 (-*1)-V2(: Va ;)3 ~ 1.2
"“vsec'
v1012 GeV'
‘

X

103(:
v1012VaGeV7 '

^

Thus, the above ratio depends on the formation scale r)a of the axionic string,
which is constrained by the terrestrial and astrophysical experiments as well as from
the cosmological considerations. The most stringent lower bound has been obtained
from the SN 1987A [81] as rja > 1010 GeV and the upper bound [49] t]a < 1012 GeV
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comes from the consideration that the axions should not overdose the universe. If
we take rja < 1011 GeV, then the above ratio is always less than unity. In this case
we can take the upper limit of integration in Eq.(5.1) as k*. Having set the limits of
integration we can now calculate total number of axions which will remain initially
inside the wake and given by,
(5.6)
Where, F = R(t)Gvj2\n(r)at)pc ~ ^r^hi(r/af)(tt0)~1,/2■ Now as the interfaces
move towards each other momentum of each axion will be modified according to
Eq.(5.3). Let n^dk' be the modified spectrum due to trapping of axions within the
collapsing walls when thickness becomes z(t). Unless the momentum of each axion
becomes AmR(t) the axions will remain inside the wake. So upto certain time U,
total number of axions N(t) (for t0 < t < t\) will remain fixed inside the wake.
Subsequently, number density will be increased due to decrease of volume fraction of
QGP region / caused by the interface motion. So, total number of axions at certain
time t(< t\) can be written as,

w)

= mt)

"y'max F'X.dk'
n'kdk' = !V(t)Jj
k!2

(t0 <t < ti).

(5.7)

Where, F' is new coefficient will be determined in terms of F. This coefficient F'
essentially will take care of the change of the coefficient F due to shifting of momentum
of each axion as is obtained from Eq.(5.3) and the change in QGP volume causes by
interface motion. Determining this coefficient in terms F will be particularly useful
in determining the evolution of axion density when axions will start leaking out the
overdensity regions, k' =

= kc(t) (say) and k'min, k'max have to be substituted

by kc(t) and k*c(t), respectively. Substituting all these quantities and integrating
Eq.(5.7) we get the total number of axions at any intermediate time between t0 to
t\. Equating this number to the initial total number of axions at t0 as obtained from
Eq.(5.6) one gets the coefficients F' as follows,
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F'

VqFc2(t) ^R(t)y.
fV(t) ' Ro

(5.8)

Putting back F' in Eq.(5.7) and divided by the QGP volume fV(t) we get the
number density of axions upto time ti and given by,

P(t)

N(t) = VqF {R(t) 3 I

fV(t)

fV(t){ Ro } [k

Vor]a In(r]at)[(ito)1/2

—]

k*J

32TrfV(t)F0

(Ut0)1/2}.
(5.9)

Now, as we mentioned earlier that the density written above is applicable upto
time t\ below which no axions will leave the QGP regions due to insufficient momen
tum required to escape the region. The thickness of the wake at that time t\ can
be calculated using the fact that when the momentum of axion exceeds the value
AmR(t) they will leave the wake region, which is first happens when k*c(t) becomes
equal to AmR(t). Using this equality we get the corresponding thickness at t\ and
can be determined as,

k'max = C{h)k*

z0 R(tx)R(t*)
= AmR(ti).
z(t) Ro
t*

(5.10)

Or,
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(5.11)

Since, the initial thickness z0 of the wake is ~ 1 km, and to ~ HT 5 sec, thickness
of the wake at time t\ comes out to be z{t\) ~ 2 m for string formation scale rja ~

1010

GeV. As soon as the thickness decreases down to ~ 2 m, the axions will start leaving
the QGP region and finally all the axions will leave the wake and form a sheet like
structure. To determine the evolution of density after U, upper and lower limit of the
integration of Eq.(5.7) should be replaced by AmR(t) and kc(t) respectively. Thus,
the evolution of axion density within the wake after time U is given by,
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(5.12)

(ti < t < tf).

(5.13)

Where, Eq.(5.8) and Eq.(5.9) have been used, tf is the final time at which all the
axions will leave the QGP region. The corresponding thickness can be obtained from
the following expression,

k'min = kc{tf) =

= AmR(tf).

(5.14)

So, the ratio of the final thickness when no axion will remain inside to the initial
thickness becomes,

z(tf)

zo
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sec

)5/e
Va
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(5.15)

Since, the time scale (tc) at the onset of QCD phase transition is of same order of
magnitude as our initial time tp, which is of the order of ~ 10~5 sec we get the ratio
of final thickness to the initial thickness as ~ 7.7 x 10-7 for string formation scale

rja ~ 1010 GeV. Therefore when the wake inside which axions were trapped reduced
to a size of about ~ 0.1 cm, the axions which were still remained inside the wake will
all leave the wake and form a sheet like region. The release of the axions from the
wake thus happens for the duration when wake thickness lies between 2 m and 0.1
cm. Below the thickness of 0.1 cm, no axion will remain inside the wakes. The axions
thus left behind as the interfaces collapse will be concentrated in a sheet like regions.
One can calculate the density profile of these axions as follows.
Let, ppr(z) be the density of axions which is left behind at position

2

as the

interfaces collapse. Then we can write down the following expression which relates
total number of axions at position

2

to the density which are left behind as follows,
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(5.16)

where the time dependence of z is given in Eq.(4.34). So We get,

(5.17)
Thus, we finally get the density profile of axions as a function of thickness with
collapsing interfaces as,
(5.18)
However, here we should mention that in deriving the above equation we have
considered that the axions will not disperse away immediately as it leaves the wake.
Strictly speaking, the axions after leaving the wake will move with a velocity cor
responding to the momentum they have in the hadronic phase, as they leave the
wake. Since axions leave as soon as their momentum in the QGP phase equals to Am
(Eq.(3.6)), their kinetic energy may not be large in the hadronic phase. Hence they
may not move very far from the wake (note, axions are very weakly interacting). In
this case, the density will be somewhat decreased compare to the density as obtained
from Eq.(5.18). However the order of magnitude may not be changed much. So for
simplicity we will consider the case where the axions will not be homogenized imme
diately after leaving the wake. In the following section we will discuss the results as
is obtained from Eq.(5.9), Eq.(5.13) and Eq.(5.18).

5.3

Profile of the Axionie Isocurvature Fluctua
tions

Eq.(4.7) and Eq.(4.9) are solved numerically to get the evolution of scale factor and
volume fraction / which is occupied by the QGP phase. The solution thus obtained
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is fed into Eq.(5.9), and Eq.(5.13) to get the evolution of axion density within the
wake as the transition from QGP to hadron phase proceeds.

Figure 5.1: These figures show plot of evolution of axion density inside the wake as a
function of time. The density p is given in unit of fm~3 and time t is in psec. Figures
(a) and (b) show the density plot for two time zones t0 < t < t\ and t\ < t < tf
respectively.
Fig.5.1 shows the evolution of axion density inside the wake for two time zones.
Time axis is given in the unit of psec, while density is in frn3. As is shown in the
figure, most of the time during which transition from QGP phase to hadronic phase
(Attrans — 15 psec) happens, the axions will remain inside the wake. The reason is
obviously due to p dependence of axions density spectrum. The number of axions
with minimum momentum will be more and they will leave the over density region
last. In Fig.5.1a, the density keeps increasing solely (for the time zone, to < t < ti)
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due to decrease in volume of QGP phase. While for next time zone (ti < t < tf),
there are two competitive processes. Decrease in volume causes to increase the axion
density, while leaking out of axions will cause the density to decrease. Most of the
time during which transition from QGP phase to hadron phase proceeds, first effect
will be dominated over the latter, hence there will be net increase in density which is
evident from the Fig.5.lb. Finally, almost all the axion will acquire the momentum
needed to escape from the QGP regions is achieved and density sharply decreases
down towards zero. The inset in Fig.5.1b shows the detailed profile of decreasing part
of the axion density plot. Fig.5.2 shows the evolution of density (in unit of fm-3)

Figure 5.2: These figures show plot of evolution of axion density p (in unit of fm-3)
inside the wake as a function of thickness z (in meter) of the wake. Fig. (a) shows the
plot upto thickness z(ti) and Fig.(b) is from z(ii) upto z(tf).
with the thickness z(t) (in unit of meter). Fig.5.2a, shows the plot upto thickness
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z(ti) until which density will keep on increasing due to the effect mentioned above.
Fig.5.2b, gives the evolution of density from thickness z{t{) to z(tf). For convenience,
the inset in Fig.5.2b. shows the expanded plot of the regions where density rapidly
goes down towards zero. Fig.5.3 shows the plot of total number of axions inside the
wake as a function of thickness for the time zones, t\ <t <tj.

Figure 5.3: This figure shows the decrease of total number of axions during the
time interval tx < t < tf as a function of thickness z (in meter). Small part of the
apparently flat portion of the plot is expanded in the inset.
Here, volume of a wake is taken as the average thickness of the wake multiplying
by the area A(t) (taking 15 long strings per horizon [79] and assuming the sheets
extend across the horizon, area of each planar sheet is given as A(t)
discussed earlier. The inset in Fig.5.3 shows the expanded plot within very small
distance interval to illustrate the decrease of the total number of axions with the
interface motions. Finally, the density profile of axions which are left behind as the
interface collapse which is obtained from Eq.(5.18) is shown in Fig.5.4. Here, plot has
been given for the relevant time interval (ti < t < tf). We can take average axion
density of the order of ~ 102 (in Fig.5.4), then we see that as the interfaces bordering
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Figure 5.4: This figure shows the density profile of the axions which are left behind
as the interfaces collapse. Density is given in unit of fm~3 and thickness z in meter.
the wake is reduced to about ~ 0.1 cm, then almost all the axions will leave the
wake (see Fig.5.3) and the density will be increased by a factor of ~ 105. Since, the
energy of the axions required to escape from the wake regions comes from the walls
of the interfaces, these are kind of isocurvature fluctuations. One can also calculate
the total mass (Ma) of the axions which are concentrated within this planar sheet
region (formed by left behind axions). Taking total number of axions Na of the order
of ~ 1057 (See Fig.5.3), the mass of the axionic sheet can be obtained from Eq.(2.38)
and given by,

If)12 CIpV

Mq ~ Na mah ~ 6.04 x 10~6eV(

1012 fipV

------)Na ~ 1019(----------- ) gm.
Va
Va

(5.19)
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Taking rja ~ 1010 GeV, the upper bound on mass of the axionic sheet will be order
of 1021 gm (~ 10~12M& at QCD epoch). Since, the fluctuations produced by axion
trapping are of isocurvature kind, they grow little [29, 82] before radiation-matter
equality era, teq. After teq, they grow in proportional to the scale factor. Hogan
and Rees [82] have studied the evolution of isocurvature fluctuations which were
produced at the era of QCD phase transition. They have shown that isocurvature
perturbations produced by axions at QCD epoch can lead to formation of axionic
’minicluster’. The amplitude of the isocurvature fluctuations produced in our model
are very large and axions are concentrated within a very narrow sheet like regions of
thickness of order 0.1 cm. This sheet will extend to a distance scale of order VA(t).
Where, Aft) —

is the typical area of the wake as discussed above. This is about

2 km at QCD scale, which corresponds to comoving distance scale of order 10-7 Mpc
today. One can study the evolution of such sheet like overdense region as it enters
into the radiation-matter equality era. One can also study these overdensity at larger
distance scales resulting from the large scale distribution of strings and their wakes.
If these fluctuations survive until late stages, it will be interesting to study the effects
of sheet like axionic clusters, especially whether they can have any effects on small
scale CMBR anisotropies.

5.4

Conclusion and Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented our study on the isocurvature fluctuations in axion
density at QCD phase transition epoch due to the presence of density fluctuations
produced by moving cosmic strings. We have considered the axions which are pro
duced from the radiation of the axionic strings which are formed at some scale r)a
due to breaking U(1 )pq symmetry. If the mass of the axions is relatively higher in
the hadron phase compared to QGP phase then the axions may get trapped initially
inside the wake-like overdensity regions. As the transition from hadronic phase to
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QGP phase proceeds with the motion of interfaces, these axions will acquire momen
tum due to collapsing interfaces and subsequently leave the wake. The axions thus
left behind as the interfaces collapse may produce isocurvature fluctuations. We have
estimated the detailed profile of the fluctuations. We have shown that, in our model
the isocurvature fluctuations in the axion density will be of order (^)axion ~ 105 and
they will be concentrated within a planar sheet like region of thickness few cm. This
sheet can extend upto a distance scale of order 2 km at QCD scale. This length scale
corresponds to comoving length scale of order 10~7 Mpc today. It will be interesting
to study the implications of such large fluctuations in the axion density especially on
small scale CMBR fluctuations. Here, we should mention that, while discussing the
trapping mechanism by the cosmic string wakes, we have taken the case for straight
strings only. Since, the qualitative picture of our model remains same even for wiggly strings case, for simplicity, we have quoted the result of axionic inhomogeneities
generation by straight string wakes only. Of course, in the treatment of shock forma
tion by wiggly strings, one should take into account the non-uniform nature of fluid
around the wiggles, as we have already mentioned in the previous chapter.
We have also mentioned the case where axion (being collisionless) directly (other
than trapping mechanism) can give rise to density fluctuations. It turns out, that
the value of these fluctuations are very small compared to the fluctuations produced
from trapping of axions by cosmic string wakes.

